COMPOSITE DECKING
ZOMETEK xBEAM

product information
ZomeTek bamboo composite decking is made by mixing
natural bamboo fibers with recycled HDPE plastic and
additives to prevent mold and mildew. This constructiongrade material is a strong, durable and moisture-resistant
composite, engineered to endure abuse of all types
including rain, wind, snow, sand and heavy traffic.
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ZOMETEK xBEAM DECKING
49 pcs per pallet
(12’, 16, and 20’ length)

CONTAINER LOADING INFO FOR ZOMETEK xBEAM
Weight per lin ft 2.2 pounds
12’ 35 pallets per container
16’ 28 pallet per pallet or 14 pallets 16’
(leaves room for ZomeTek InfiniClip™ or Displays)
20’ 14 pallet per container plus 14 16’ or 12’ pallets
(leaves room for ZomeTek InfiniClip™ or Displays)
ZOMETEK INFINICLIP™ UNIVERSAL DECKING CLIPS
100 per package (installs approx. 50 sf)

installation information
xBEAM must be installed on 16” center joists, end butts need to have a
sistered board installed to allow for installation of ZomeTek InfiniClip™
or Camo Screw. Starter board and last board should be top screwed with
matching composite deck screw.
APPROVED INSTALLATION METHOD
ZomeTek InfiniClip™ or Camo® Marksman Pro Composite Screw system
GENERAL INSTALLATION TOOLS
Circular Saw or Miter Saw with 60-tooth carbide tipped blade
Table Saw
Power Drill or Impact Driver
1/8” Drill Bit
3” Deck Screws
#2 Philips Head Screw Bit
3” Composite Deck Screws with Torx head*
¼” Spacer
Pencil
Tape Measure
Multiple pieces of approx. 12” Long 2x4’s
Rubber Mallet
*color matched to decking material
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ZOMETEK xBEAM NO-GROOVE
49 pcs per pallet
(12’ length only)
ZOMETEK FASCIA
50 pcs per pallet (12’ length only)
ZOMETEK STAIR TREAD
39 pcs per pallet (12’ length only)

installation tips
-Before installation, make sure the deck or patio is
structurally sound and meets local building codes.
-The joists must be a maximum of 16” on center.
-Proper slope is required for drainage.
-xBEAM Deck Planks can be installed by either facescrewing or blind screwed/clip installation.
-A thorough cleaning of the decking after installation
is necessary.
-Always protect yourself when using power tools.
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS & DEMOS
Available at www.zometek.com
Demos also available on the ZomeTek video series on Youtube.com
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